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Abstract
This paper presents the problems and solutions addressed at the
JSALT workshop when using a single microphone for speaker
detection in adverse scenarios. The main focus was to tackle a
wide range of conditions that go from meetings to wild speech.
We describe the research threads we explored and a set of mod-
ules that was successful for these scenarios. The ultimate goal
was to explore speaker detection; but our first finding was that
an effective diarization improves detection, and not having a di-
arization stage impoverishes the performance. All the differ-
ent configurations of our research agree on this fact and follow
a main backbone that includes diarization as a previous stage.
With this backbone, we analyzed the following problems: voice
activity detection, how to deal with noisy signals, domain mis-
match, how to improve the clustering; and the overall impact of
previous stages in the final speaker detection. In this paper, we
show partial results for speaker diarizarion to have a better un-
derstanding of the problem and we present the final results for
speaker detection.

1. Introduction
For the past years, speaker recognition research has mainly fo-
cused on telephone and close-talk microphone applications with
high speech quality levels. However, far-field recordings have
recently emerged as an area of interest. This is due to new ap-
plications like video annotation; home assistant devices which
need to distinguish between family members; and wearables that
document our everyday life. These applications provide a mas-
sive amount of data which requires automatic means of analy-
sis. Furthermore, such devices are often used in very challeng-
ing environments with multiple speakers, and where the audio
is affected by noise and reverberation. Most devices use a single
microphone and, therefore, multichannel signal processing tech-
niques (e.g., beamforming) cannot be applied to alleviate the im-
pact of the real-life conditions. As reference, speaker detection
error rates of reverberant speech are 2 times worse than close-
talk speech in voices dataset [1]; internet videos with noise and
multi-speaker error multiplied by 6 in recent NIST SRE18 w.r.t.

clean videos [2]; and systematic evaluation of diarization (Di-
hard I and Dihard II [3, 4]) in real-life domain shows diarization
error rates above 60% when all the stages are automatized [5].

Knowing that speaker diarization and detection require fur-
ther research, the aim of our workshop was to investigate, de-
velop, and benchmark speaker diarization and speaker recogni-
tion systems on far-field speech using single microphones in re-
alistic scenarios that include background noises such as a televi-
sion audio, music, or other people talking. The key aspects that
we found were fundamental to investigate are: voice activity de-
tection, speech enhancement, domain adaptation and improving
clustering. Each part will be explained briefly in the following
paragraphs.

2. Research threads
2.1. Initial system: baseline
Our baseline follows a traditional diarization workflow con-
nected to a speaker detection branch (see Figure 1, solid line
rectangles). For diarization (who spoke when in a recording),
the first stage is a voice activity detection (VAD), followed by
an acoustic feature extractor and an embedding extractor. The
embedding extractor uses a sliding window to produce a se-
quence of speaker embeddings. The clustering block intends
to group the sequence of embeddings into single speaker clus-
ters. A speaker label is created for each cluster. Thus, the di-
arization output is a sequence of speaker labels with its corre-
sponding time marks. The speaker detection stage performs a
verification task, i.e., decide whether a known speaker is in the
recording or not. We are interested in a scenario where multiple
speakers can be present in the test recording; therefore, we ap-
ply diarization as a first step. The diarization output is used to
compute a speaker embedding for each of the speakers identi-
fied in the diarization stage. Then each test speaker embedding
is compared against the enrollment embedding. To compare two
embeddings we usually employ probabilistic linear discriminant
analysis (PLDA), that outputs scores. When we encounter a
mismatch condition those scores should need calibration. The
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Figure 1: Speaker detection pipeline. □ is the baseline system,
⬚ are the new parts that are included in the pipeline, shaded-□
are the modules that were investigated.

metric employed for diarization is diarization error rate (DER),
which takes into account the false alarms, the misses (classify-
ing speech as non-speech) and speaker confusion (speaker mis-
match between hypothesis and reference). The speaker detection
metrics are the EER, minimum and actual DCF.

To explore in detail the challenging conditions in far-field,
we analyzed the shaded rectangles blocks in Figure 1.
2.2. Voice Activity Detection and Speaker Separation
Improving speaker separation and voice activity detection ad-
dresses some of the key issues we had identified as being partic-
ularly problematic for our task. Notably the fact that these audio
recordings contain noise, overlapping speech, and more diverse
speakers than in more run-of-the-mill datasets makes the task
more challenging. In this area, we explored three main routes.

Knowing that one portion of our dataset includes children.
The first route focuses on separating child and adult speech in
realistic conditions [6] involving background noises, reverber-
ations and overlapping speech. First, by measuring the speech
dissimilarities between children-and-babies and adults using i-
vectors, we demonstrate that distances between child-and-baby
and adult speech are large enough to warrant a possible sep-
aration through establishing child-and-baby and adult speech
groups. Motivated by this, we conduct a joint framework of
speech enhancement and speech separation for child speech sig-
nal processing. Our model is based on progressive learning to
extract child speech from simulated mixtures during training.
The data from toddlers between 2 and 5 years is limited. Based
on this constraint, a progressive learning framework generates
intermediate target outputs and stacks them together with the
original limited-sized mixed input feature vectors to increase the

Figure 2: Multi-Target Learning based Speech Enhancement Ar-
chitecture

training samples. To boost the speech separation we employed
Multiple-target learning.

The second study addresses the overlap detection [7] as a
sequence labeling task. We hypothesized that detecting regions
of overlapped speech (two or more speakers at the same time) is
most effectively solved from a temporal perspective. Hence, our
system relies on two stacked bi-LSTM layers, two feed-forward
layers, and a final classification layer, fed into binary cross-
entropy loss. We generate shorter sub-sequences of speech from
a training set to form mini-batches. Half of the training sub-
sequences were computed by a weighted sum of two random
sub-sequences, simulating the overlap. The input can beMFCCs
or Sincnet features following the configuration described in [8].
Both features showed competitive results, but in cases where
the overlap is higher the waveform end-to-end overlap detec-
tor (i.e. detector that includes the Sincnet) shows better perfor-
mance (see Figure 3 for details on the architecture).

The third approach combines the VAD and speaker type
classification in a multi-task learning set-up. We trained a sys-
tem to diarize five classes: key child (wearing a recorder), other
child, male adult, and female adult and speech, all of which
could be active at the same time. Silence is marked by the ab-
sence of activation in the classes. We explored diverse features
(MFCC + pitch, spectrogram, or raw waveform) and architec-
tures. The best architecture consisted of learning from the raw
waveform with the SincNet model followed by a LSTM and a
fully connected layer.

2.3. Dealing with noisy signals
We explored two main ideas to overcome the noisy signals in
our different scenarios.

In the first approach, we built a SNR-progressive multi-
target learning based speech enhancement model for adverse
acoustic environments. The progressive multi-targets (PMT)
network is divided into successively stacking blocks with one
LSTM layer and one fully connected layer via multi-targets
learning per block (see Figure 2). The fully connected layer
in every block (target layer) is designed to learn intermediate
speech targets with a higher SNR than the targets of previous
target layers. A series of progressive ratio masks (PRM) are
concatenated with the progressively enhanced log-power spec-
tra (PELPS) features together as the learning targets. For our
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Figure 3: Architecture of the neural network used for end-to-end overlapped speech detection.
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Figure 4: Speaker assignation process given matrix Q and the overlap detector output.

experiments and to enhance the generalization ability of speech
enhancement model, we built a 1000-hour training set. At test
time, we directly feed the enhanced audios processed by our en-
hancement model to the back-end systems, including speaker
diarization and speaker detection. More details about this ap-
proach are described in [9].

The second approach we explored is feature enhancement
with deep feature losses [10]. The main idea is to train a feature-
domain enhancer which can serve as a pre-processing module to
the x-vector system during inference. We develop on the ideas
of perceptual loss [11] and speech denoising work [12]. This
approach requires a pre-trained auxiliary network for loss es-
timation between enhanced and clean samples. For the auxil-
iary network, we chose an x-vector network based on ResNet-34
with LDE (Learnable dictionary encoding) pooling and trained
for speaker classification using an Angular Softmax loss objec-
tive [13]. For the enhancement network, we design networks
based on [14] (Encoder-Decoder residual network) and [15]
(Context Aggregation Network). We obtained significant im-
provement on real datasets using auxiliary x-vector network
trained on clean speech. Using the augmented x-vector auxiliary
network, we observed slight improvements on simulated noisy
sets.
2.4. Domain Mismatch
We explored two ways to deal with domain mismatch between
training and test data: domain adaptation in acoustic feature
space and domain adversarial training for VAD training.

One way to mitigate the effect of the noisy signals is to per-
form domain adaptation. In our first case, we examined how to
train an unsupervised speech enhancement system, which can
be used as a front-end pre-processing module to improve the
quality of the features before they are forward passed through
the x-vector network. The details of the procedure can be found
in [16]. Simply put, the unsupervised adaptation system is based
on CycleGAN [17, 14]. We trained a CycleGAN network using
log-Mel filterbank features as input to each of the generator net-
work. During testing, we process the far-field test data through
the reverb to clean generator of CycleGAN. These enhanced
acoustic features are then used to extract x-vectors; which, in
turn, are used for PLDA scoring. Though CycleGAN network

was trained for doing de-reverberation task, we also tested it on
noisy datasets to investigate its generalization abiliy to unseen
test conditions. We observed improvements on both reverberant
and noisy test datasets.

To mitigate the domain variability, we also proposed a
domain-adversarial training for robust end-to-end VAD [18].
Two-seconds audio chunks are passed to a Sincnet to compute
meaningful filters that are the input for a VAD and a domain
classifier. On one branch we stack two bi-LSTM layers followed
by three feed-forward building an end-to-end VAD. On a second
branch we conduct an domain-adversarial multitask training to
distinguish among domains. The Sincnet filters are forced to be
domain independent using one uni-directional LSTM, followed
by max-pooling along the time axis and one feed-forward layer.
The output of this branch is the probability distribution over the
domains. It is possible to use both branches separately, or con-
nect both parts using gradient reversal. The latter will provide
feedback to the sincnet and force the network to compute inde-
pendent features.
2.5. Improving clustering
Knowing that clustering is a crucial stage in diarization, we ex-
amined a set of ways to address the problem.

A first solution was to turn the problem into a supervised
learning task so that it considers the temporal information and
optimization of the DER as the main goal. The model input is
the set of embeddings from a recording with multiple speakers.
This is an encoder-decoder model, where the encoder converts
the sequence of embeddings into a context vector c. This vec-
tor contains information about the dialogue, like the number of
clusters (speakers), cluster centroids, etc. The decoder compares
embeddings from the input with a context vector and assigns a
cluster. Both encoder and decoder used a bi-directional multi-
layer RNN to deal with sequentiality.

A second approach was to refine the clustering by combin-
ing the resegmentation with overlap detection (see Section 2.2)
[7]. Once we get the speaker segments from the clustering, it is
recommended to perform a resegmentation stage that provides
a refinement of the speaker boundaries. The state-of-the-art
method for the refinement is variational Bayes (VB)HMM (Hid-
den Markov Model) resegmentation, studied in [19] and applied
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AMI BabyTrain CHiME5
DER FA Miss Conf DER FA Miss Conf DER FA Miss Conf

Baseline 49.25 4.46 35.41 9.38 85.38 46.67 8.03 30.68 69.22 38.36 11.45 19.41
+ E2E VAD 36.41 2.98 21.04 12.39 50.63 8.88 14.82 26.93 70.68 32.02 11.22 27.44
+ Enhanc 36.17 2.98 21.04 12.15 49.67 8.95 14.82 25.9 66.13 32.02 11.22 22.89
+ VB reseg 34.86 2.97 21.06 10.83 48.49 8.9 14.88 24.71 63.03 32.02 11.21 19.8
+ Overlap Assign 30.76 3.73 13.64 13.39 47.49 8.9 14.88 23.71 58.59 23.08 13.15 22.36

Table 1: DER % for different subdatasets and modules.

Figure 5: Percentage of number of speakers in voiced regions.

to different scenarios [5]. VB-HMM resegmentation computes
a per-frame speaker posterior matrixQ. Meanwhile, overlap de-
tection provides the regions with two or more speakers talking.
We hypothesized two speaker labels in those regions, i.e., take
the two speaker with higher posterior in matrix Q and continue
the diarization process. The DER was reduced considerably for
all the cases by including the overlap assignment. The speaker
assignation process is described in [7] and depicted in Figure 4.
2.6. Speaker detection
We explore how to overcome the main sources of confusion in
speaker detection: overlap speech and the multiple speakers in
the same audio stream. Firstly, we compare two different tech-
niques to create homogeneous segments, computing the diariza-
tion as input to speaker detection and the sliding-window with-
out knowledge of the speaker labels. Secondly, we used the over-
lap regions (explained in Section 2.2) to remove them from the
speaker detection pipeline. The main conclusion of our experi-
ments is that diarization is still necessary for these type of envi-
ronments, where the speech of the speaker-of-interest is highly
degraded by other sources of audio. While there is a slight im-
provement in matching scenarios, the speaker detector degrades
dramatically when the overlap detector is not trained within the
same domain showing a clear problem with the purification in
mismatch data.

3. Experimental setup
3.1. Datasets
To study the main issues of the far-field scenario we built a
dataset that is summarized by the following four corpora:

• Meeting ( AMI [20]): with a setting of 3 different meet-
ing roomswith 4 individual headsetMicrophones, 8Mul-
tiple Distant Microphones forming a microphone array;
180 speakers x 3.5 sessions per speaker (sps); suitable for
diarization and detection. Since we are exploring single

microphones, we focused only on the mix Headset sce-
nario; 98 hours

• Indoor controlled ( SRI data [21] 1 ): with a setting of
23 different microphones placed throughout 4 different
rooms; controlled backgrounds, 30 speakers x 2 sessions
and 40 hours, live speech along with background noises
(TV, radio); suitable for detection (only reliable labeling
of target speaker was provided).

• Indoor not controlled ( CHiME5 [22] ): with a set-
ting of kitchen, dining, living room, 80 speakers, 50
hours; 4 speakers in two-hour recordings; 32 micro-
phones per session; suitable for diarization only (there are
not enough impostor speakers in different sessions within
the corpus)

• Wild ( BabyTrain2 ): with an uncontrolled setting, 450
recurrent speakers, up to 40 sps (longitudinal), 225 hours;
suitable for diarization and detection.

To have a further analysis on the overlap Figure 5 shows the
percentage of number of speakers in voiced regions. Note that
CHiME5 data contains around 35% of overlap, AMI 29% and
BabyTrain 8%. SRI was not included in this analysis since the
annotations for the non-target speakers were not available.

For speaker detection the enrollments were generated by ac-
cumulating non-overlapping speech ( 5, 15 and 30s duration) of
every target speaker along one or multiple utterances. For the
test, we cut the audio into 60 second chunks. We do a Cartesian
product between the enrollments and the test segments to gener-
ate all possible trials. Then based on conditions, some trials are
filtered out. For example, same session and same microphones
are not allowed to produce a target-trial pair.
3.2. System configuration
Our experimental setup is depicted in Figure 1. The dotted
blocks are the new approaches added to the pipeline. The un-
derlined methods along the text show the final combination of
modules that obtained effective results and that are part of the
final code contribution in [24]. The definite pipeline follows:

1. Speech enhancement(Diar/SpkD): we used a 1000-
hour training set. The noisy mixtures are made at three
SNR levels (-5dB, 0dB and 5dB), and the progressive in-
creasing SNR between two adjacent targets is set to 10
dB. The audios are sampled at 16 kHz rate and the frame
length is 256 samples (PELPS and the PRM are 257 di-
mension). During the testing stage, we directly feed the
enhanced audios processed by our enhancement model to
back-end systems.

2. Acoustic features(Diar/SpkD): 23 dimension MFCC
for x-vector systems based on Kaldi TDNN x-vectors;

1This data was recorded by SRI international and was submitted to
LDC for publication

2This data uses daylong recordings from Homebank [23], expected
to be public
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and 23 log-Mel filter bank features for ResNet based x-
vectors. Features were short-time centered before silence
removal with a 3 seconds sliding window.

3. Feature enhancement(Diar/SpkD): We use a an SNR
estimation algorithm (WADASNR [25]) to select the
50% highest SNR signals of VoxCeleb [26] as clean data.
Noisy data is formed by contamination with samples
from MUSAN [27], CHiME-3 [28], and DEMAND [29]
noises. For the auxiliary network, we choose ResNet-34
x-vector network to filter VoxCeleb set. For the enhance-
ment network, we use a ConvGenNet and a network we
design based on CAN.

4. Voice activity detection(Diar/SPkD): Trained on 2s au-
dio chunks for each corpora, with trainable SincNet fea-
tures (using the configuration [14]). Features are fed
into BiLSTM network with binary output (speech/non-
speech).

5. Overlap detection(Diar): Follows the same architec-
ture as the VAD where output classes are single/multiple
speakers.

6. Embedding extraction(Diar/SpkD): We used an ex-
tended TDNN architecture (E-TDNN) presented in [30].
This network interleaves fully connected layers in be-
tween the convolutional layers. It comprises 4 blocks of
1D dilated convolutions plus affine layers. The first layer
uses a kernel of size 5 and the other ones use a kernel of
size 3. The dilation factors are 1, 2,3 and 4 respectively.
The embedding is extracted from the output of an affine
layer that follows the statistics (mean + standard devia-
tion) pooling layer.

7. Clustering(Diar): the system employs an Agglomer-
ative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) to compute the
speaker labels in a recording. PLDAmodels were trained
on VoxCeleb [26] and adapted to each domain using a
small amount of in-domain training data.

8. Resegmentation and overlap assignment (Diar):We
first perform resegmentation using HMM-VB resegmen-
tation module. We used the labels from the clustering
and the 400 dimensional i-vectors. Feature vectors for
the module are length-60 MFCCs with deltas and double
deltas, extracted in 10ms steps with a25ms window. We
use a single VB inference iteration in accordance with
[17]. The most likely speaker is assigned to frames de-
tected as speech by the voice activity detector. It can
therefore be used as-is by taking the most likely speaker
for each voiced frame and aligning them according to a
VAD binary vector. A second most likely speaker is only
assigned for frames detected as overlapped speech.

9. Traditional speaker detection pipeline: Includes the
speech/feature enhancement, the automatic segmentation
obtained from the diarization stage, the shared embed-
ding extractor and PLDA (bothwith augmentation), and a
calibration stage. The Data augmentation was performed
by adding noise and reverberation.

We used the same pipeline for our complete dataset without
distinction; meaning that all four corpora were treated the same
and employed the same models (except for the PLDA). We em-
ployed Kaldi [31] as our primary toolkit to develop our pipeline.
For specific parts, such as VAD and overlap detection we used
pyannote [32]. For speech and feature enhancement we imple-
mented the algorithms in a combination of PyTorch and Kaldi.

Figure 6: Diarization VSWindowing results for Babytrain, AMI
and SRI databases using Minimum Detection Cost Function.

Figure 7: Diarization VSWindowing results for Babytrain, AMI
and SRI databases using EER.

4. Results
We built a robust system that can be useful for the research com-
munity3. We followed the same pipeline for the corpora, mean-
ing that we achieved some degree of generalization in themodels
for the VAD and overlap detection, speech and feature enhance-
ment, and the embedding training. The PLDAs are treated sep-
arately and are corpus dependant. Diarization provides the first
evidence for an effective speaker detection. Table 1 shows the
DER by adding a module starting from the single baseline. We
can observe improvements for the three sub-datasets. We em-
phasize the DER relative improvement of 37%, 44% and 15%
for AMI, BabyTrain and CHiME5 respectively. One of our main
findings was that an enhancement phase, either speech or fea-
ture, is necessary when dealing with adverse scenarios. The
VB-HMM resegmentation gives some improvement, but the im-
provement is increased when combined with the overlap detec-
tor.

One of the first tasks was to compare the diarization with
a simple sliding-window process that chunks the signal in seg-
ments of 1.5s or 3.0s that can be considered homogeneous for
the speaker detection process. Figure 6 and 7 show the re-
sults of the diarization versus the sliding-window strategy on
three different databases: Babytrain, AMI and SRI applied over
the groundtruth VAD and a VAD based on energy. As we
can see from the figures, the results are consistent over all the
corpus: while increasing the size of the window improves the
performance of the speaker detection system, the diarization is
still better delimiting and clustering the segments of the same
speaker.

Figure 8, 9 and 10 present the results for speaker detec-
tion considering diarization. For the purpose of this paper, we
selected a combination of 30s enrollments and above 5s tri-

3Some of the research threads are on-going but with good perspec-
tives of further improvements.
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Figure 8: AMI results for Speaker Detection

Figure 9: BabyTrain results for Speaker Detection

Figure 10: SRI results for Speaker Detection
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als. Other combinations are also possible, but they follow the
same trend. An automatic segmentation, i.e., an automatic di-
arization, was performed previously to label the speakers in the
recording. We observe the EER relative improvement of 24%,
35% and 22% for AMI, BabyTrain and SRI data. The enhance-
ment provided improvements on the three scenarios. To improve
the robustness of the system we used augmentation to train the
embedding (x-vector) and for the back-end (PLDA) 4.

5. Conclusions
In this paper we presented our contribution to the JSALTWork-
shop 2019. We showed which aspects of the pipeline are most
influential in challenging scenarios. The very first finding was
that speaker detection depends on a previous diarization stage
to obtain successful results. Hence, we showed the necessary
elements that have to be competitive on their own in the di-
arization pipeline: VAD, overlap detection, speech/feature en-
hancement, embedding extractor, clustering with resegmenta-
tion, and overlap assignment based on resegmentation. Once we
tune this diarization stage, the output can be connected to the de-
tection phase, which is basically a speaker verification system.
The speech enhancement, the embedding and PLDA augmen-
tation gave the most improvements. There are open research
threads that will require further study such as: customization of
speech enhancement for a dataset, exploration of other architec-
tures for feature enhancement, how to handle domain mismatch,
unsupervised adaptation in the clustering, and how to highlight
the speaker of interest in the detection, among others. As we
have shown, the diarization/detection problem is far from being
solved in adverse scenarios.
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